Break out Group 1
OUTCOMES

1. Need to think about different levels of action in Strategy development
   – National, State, Territory, Municipalities, communities, etc….
   – Participatory Process.

Build capacity and coherent strategies for addressing root issues at each level
OUTCOMES

2. Institutionalizing structures conducive to problem identification, participation and REDD strategies.
   – State Level, Multi-stakeholder, forum with decision making capacity
   – Need to develop operational/business PRACTICAL plans (phased)

Role for Civil Society: Collaboratively call government to action
OUTCOMES


- Need ongoing government presence to move “talk” to “action” and collaboration
Outcomes

4. Get Policies into Practice…

- Federal Level: robust legislation exists for fighting deforestation
- How to put into action, and work on building synergies, ensuring conduciveness and enabling stakeholder voice.
SAFEGUARDS

Should there be conditions on international REDD funding?

1. prioritize the community
2. inclusive participation at all levels with community participation
3. FPIC
FINANCE MECHANISMS

- link with 3rd party verification rather than bilateral funding source being the auditor?

- Amazon Fund: needs to function at ALL levels: especially how to get funds out at community level.